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FEATURE

 

ABSTRACT

 

Although the concepts of scale and biological diversity independently have received
rapidly increasing attention in the scientific literature since the 1980s, the rate at
which the two concepts have been investigated jointly has grown much more slowly.
We find that scale considerations have been incorporated explicitly into six broad
areas of investigation related to biological diversity: (1) heterogeneity within and among
ecosystems, (2) disturbance ecology, (3) conservation and restoration, (4) invasion
biology, (5) importance of temporal scale for understanding processes, and (6) spe-
cies responses to environmental heterogeneity. In addition to placing the papers of this
Special Feature within the context of brief summaries of the expanding literature on
these six topics, we provide an overview of tools useful for integrating scale considera-
tions into studies of biological diversity. Such tools include hierarchical and structural-
equation modelling, kriging, variable-width buffers, 

 

k

 

-fold cross-validation, and
cascading graph diagrams, among others. Finally, we address some of the major
challenges and research frontiers that remain, and conclude with a look to the future.
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INTRODUCTION

 

Understanding the processes affecting biological diversity is

fundamental to the success of conservation efforts. Not surpris-

ingly, research dealing with biological diversity has increased

dramatically over the past 20 years. The number of publications

mentioning biological diversity or biodiversity in titles,

keywords, or abstracts has increased at an annual rate of 33%

since 1985 (Fig. 1). Coincident with the explosion of research

and management efforts pertaining to biological diversity has

been an increased awareness among ecologists of the general

importance of scale. The importance of explicitly considering

scale when interpreting ecological patterns and their underlying

processes can be traced to two seminal papers. Wiens (1989)

first alerted ecologists to the dangers associated with ignoring

scaling differences in patterns and the processes that produce

them. Shortly thereafter, Levin (1992) reinforced the importance

of scale mismatches in pattern and process as the central problem

in ecology. Following these publications, scale received increasing

attention in ecology and conservation biology, with publications

mentioning scale increasing at an annual rate of 41% (Fig. 1). In

addition to the increase in peer-reviewed articles, there has been

a recent increase in the number of books dedicated wholly or sub-

stantially to the topic (e.g. Edwards 

 

et al

 

., 1994; Peterson & Parker,

1998; Brown & West, 2000; Gardner 

 

et al

 

., 2001; Scott 

 

et al

 

., 2002).

Despite the rapid rise in scientific interest regarding scale and

biological diversity as independent areas of inquiry, integration

of scale into studies of biological diversity has proceeded more

slowly. The first publications that simultaneously mentioned

scale and biological diversity in titles, keywords, or abstracts

appeared in 1990 (Fig. 1). Since then, joint consideration of these

two subject areas has increased at an annual rate of 10%, a rate

three to four times below the level observed for either area separ-

ately (Fig. 1). One of our goals in assembling this special feature

is to highlight the numerous ways in which issues of scale affect

studies of biological diversity, and thereby encourage scientists

and managers to explicitly incorporate consideration of scale

into work targeting biological diversity.

Since the 1980s, biological diversity has attracted many defini-

tions (e.g. see review by DeLong, 1996). These definitions have varied

principally with respect to three characteristics. First, they differ in

whether diversity is characterized by richness, evenness, composi-

tion, or some combination thereof. Second, definitions differ in the

ecological components and processes encompassed, ranging from

species alone to the inclusion of genes, species assemblages, eco-

logical processes, ecosystems, and their interactions. Third, and

perhaps less apparent, definitions have varied through time with

respect to the spatial and temporal scales that they encompass.

In addition to the plurality in definitions of biological diver-

sity, the term ‘scale’ can have several meanings in ecology.
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Scale can refer to either grain (also known as ‘resolution’), extent

(i.e., the total domain under consideration), or when used

loosely, both concepts simultaneously (Turner 

 

et al

 

., 2001).

Scope, which has been defined as the extent : resolution ratio, is

a more definitive and useful combination of the two concepts

(Schneider, 1994). For brevity, we will continue the loose, non-

specific usage of scale in this article to reflect extent and/or grain.

Similarly, although scale, extent, and resolution apply to both

spatial and temporal domains, in this article, scale refers to spatial

aspects, unless stated otherwise.

The papers comprising this special feature reflect the diversity

of scales and concepts about biological diversity found in a vast

literature. Here, we briefly review the contributions in this

special feature within a broader context of short reviews of key

topics from literature on scale and species diversity.

 

CONSIDERATION OF SCALE IN STUDIES OF 
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

 

Recently, the relationship of scale to biological diversity has

figured most prominently in six subject areas: (1) the creation

of heterogeneity within and among ecosystems or their com-

ponents, including patterns in richness; (2) incorporation of

multiple scales in assessing the effects of disturbances such as

herbivory and fire; (3) incorporation of scale considerations into

conservation and restoration efforts; (4) investigation of the role

of scale in invasion biology; (5) the importance of temporal scale

for understanding processes; and (6) species responses to environ-

mental heterogeneity.

Heterogeneity within and among ecosystems has been recog-

nized through the paradigms of self-organization (e.g. Rietkerk

 

et al

 

., 2002), patchiness (e.g. Forman & Godron, 1981; Kotliar &

Wiens, 1990), metapopulations (Hanski, 1998), gradient analysis

(McGarigal & Cushman, 2005), diversity components (Crist

 

et al

 

., 2003), spatial autocorrelation (Legêndre, 1993), and

richness–productivity relationships (Chase & Leibhold, 2002),

among others. Many of the studies that investigate heterogeneity

at multiple spatial or temporal scales conclude that patterns or

dynamics of the component of interest would be incompletely

understood if only one or few scales were examined. Although

the causes of heterogeneity differ among ecosystem components,

common determinants include variation in the biophysical

environment, competitive interactions, consumer–resource

feedbacks, demographic processes, and dispersal and vicariance

events. Variation in patterns of richness and diversity across

scales due to combinations of factors is a topic of considerable

interest (Rahbek & Graves, 2000, 2001; Whittaker 

 

et al

 

., 2001;

Leponce 

 

et al

 

., 2004; Turner & Tjørve, 2005). In this Special

Feature, Fleishman & MacNally (2006) illustrate how patterns

of spatial autocorrelation can be used to investigate the

scale-dependent relationships between species diversity and

environmental properties. Within a set of mountain ranges of

the Great Basin, USA, they show that the spatial structure of

bird species composition is most similar to that of vegetation

composition rather than vegetation structure or productivity.

Authors increasingly acknowledge the multiscale nature of

disturbances in a generic sense (Perry & Amaranthus, 1997;

Wickham 

 

et al

 

., 1997) as well as that of many specific disturb-

ances. This is true not only because disturbances such as wildfire

and herbivory are spatially and temporally heterogeneous,

but also because landscapes possess differential vulnerability to

disturbances (Perry & Amaranthus, 1997; Kepner 

 

et al

 

., 2000;

Bestelmeyer 

 

et al

 

., 2004). Furthermore, some landscapes tend to

absorb and dampen the spread of disturbances, whereas other

landscape patterns magnify the spread (Perry & Amaranthus,

1997, Peters 

 

et al

 

., 2004).

Specific disturbances such as herbivory and wildfire have

recently attracted research attention across several scales. Various

aspects of biological diversity, such as species richness, may

be affected by factors at scales from size of bare patches (Desoyza

 

et al

 

., 2000) to structure of the landscape (Wickham 

 

et al

 

., 1997).

Both herbivory and wildfire can produce gradients of disturb-

ance effects at several different scales, and the direction and

magnitude of their impacts on ecosystems vary widely within

different extents. Many temporal and spatial scales are required

to address adequately the impacts of herbivory (Brown & Allen,

1989; Bisigato 

 

et al

 

., 2005). Herbivore movements are affected

by the heterogeneous nature of vegetation and geology (Skarpe

 

et al

 

., 2002; Milchunas & Noy-Meir, 2002), and herbivore activity

can modify the pattern of vegetation and soils at multiple spatial

scales (Augustine & Frank, 2001; Bisigato 

 

et al

 

., 2005). Herbivore

impacts on ecosystem components at different scales may vary

Figure 1 A chronology of the growth in use 
of the terms biodiversity, biological diversity, 
and scale. Vertical white bars represent the 
number of articles, in publications recognized 
by Web of Science®, containing either 
‘biodiversity’ or ‘biological diversity’ in the 
title, abstract, or key words, 1985–2005. The 
portion of vertical bars in grey represents the 
number of articles dealing with ecology or 
conservation biology and mentioning scale or 
a variant (i.e., scaling, multiscale, or multiple 
scales). Solid circles represent the fraction of 
articles on biological diversity that also 
mentioned scale in the title, abstract, or key 
words.
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due to topographical position (Fowler, 2002), species of herbi-

vore, (Warner & Cushman, 2002), timing and duration of herbi-

vory, presence of other interacting disturbances (Fuhlendor &

Smeins, 1997; Hobbs, 2001; Harrison 

 

et al

 

., 2003), levels of

resources such as light, water, and soil nutrients (Milchunas

 

et al

 

., 1993; Hawkes & Sullivan, 2001), and the taxon being

disturbed by herbivory (Milchunas 

 

et al

 

., 1998). Bowyer & Kie

(2006) review the effects of large herbivores at multiple scales

as agents of ecosystem change that affect biological diversity.

They note that the scale at which foraging sites, birth sites,

traditional birthing areas, wintering areas, or migratory

routes are chosen can have substantial effects on other taxa. In a

specific example, Beever 

 

et al

 

. (2006) similarly demonstrate

the existence of patterns in soil-aggregate stability and invasive

species that were related to grazing intensity at several spatial

resolutions.

Third, effective conservation and restoration actions occur-

ring in landscapes and individual ecosystem components must

consider the appropriate scale for those actions. The importance

of scale is seen in topics as diverse as conservation-reserve selec-

tion (Warman 

 

et al

 

., 2004), management and conservation of

native fishes occupying heterogeneous riparian habitat that are

affected by processes interacting within and among many scales

(Fausch 

 

et al

 

., 2002), restoration of wildlife habitat (Block 

 

et al

 

.,

2001), and re-establishment of native plant communities to

disturbed ecosystems (Palik 

 

et al

 

., 2000). Beever 

 

et al

 

., (2006)

describe local- and landscape-scale gradients in plant and

soil response variables both during grazing by burros and cattle

and after their removal. Using information-theoretical analyses,

they find that within a given year, the slope of the disturbance-

response gradient often differs with time since removal of grazing.

In this Special Feature, explicit consideration of scale in con-

servation and restoration efforts also is deemed important by

Swihart 

 

et al

 

. (2006) and Meyer & Thuiller (2006).

Invasive species constitute one of the largest challenges for

conservation and restoration of biological diversity, and there is

increasing attention to the role of scale in the processes governing

invasion. For example, regression-tree analysis of GIS-based data

on plant distributions in South Africa at four spatial scales iden-

tified very different suites of factors governing invasion patterns

at the various scales (Rouget & Richardson, 2003). Whereas

factors relating to propagule pressure (e.g. distance to sources)

were most important at finest scales, environmental and climatic

factors such as length of growing season better predicted distribut-

ions at broader scales. Attempts to scale-up or scale-down, by

extrapolating predictions from one model to another spatial scale,

led to low classification accuracy and poor predictive ability

(Rouget & Richardson, 2003). In related work that addressed

the planting of alien trees as ‘natural experiments’, Richardson

 

et al

 

., (2004) further suggest that spatial scale strongly influences

the type of models that can be used to predict species distribu-

tions. Whereas correlative models are well suited for use at

scales of landscapes, regions, or countries, mechanistic models

appear to have greatest predictive ability at smaller spatial scales

(Richardson 

 

et al

 

., 2004). Natural experiments are one of several

tools that permit space-for-time substitution, which not only

provides insights into the role of temporal scales, but does so

across a range of spatial resolutions.

In addition to variable responses across 

 

spatial

 

 scales,

many studies have found that the magnitude and direction of

results depended critically on either the 

 

temporal

 

 resolution or

the extent of the investigation (e.g. Rosenzweig, 1995, Hadley &

Maurer, 1999). Boyce (2006) addresses the importance of tem-

poral scale when interpreting results of habitat-selection studies,

and suggests that variation in seasonal and annual processes can

generate distinctive patterns that are overlooked or misunder-

stood when viewed from an inappropriate temporal resolution

or extent. Temporal scale also affects interpretation of popula-

tion dynamics. For example, abundances of syntopic rodents

in Kansas old fields varied in their periodicities and only some

species pairs covaried positively. However, other species exhibited

time-lagged cross-correlations, suggesting that regular cycles of

species were out of phase (Brady & Slade, 2004). Similarly,

disturbances may have very different effects on the same plots or

the same organisms during different years (Holm 

 

et al

 

., 2002;

Teague 

 

et al

 

., 2004, Beever 

 

et al

 

., 2006), often as a result of

different weather conditions. Often, temporal heterogeneity

in response to conservation or restoration efforts can only be

well documented after long series of data have been amassed

(Fuhlendorf & Smeins, 1997).

Sixth and finally, consideration of the influence of environ-

mental heterogeneity on species increasingly has been addressed

at multiple scales. Studies of the distribution or movement

of species across the landscape have shown that beetles, lizards,

small mammals (Jorgensen, 2004), and ungulates ( Johnson

 

et al

 

., 2001; Kie 

 

et al

 

., 2002) exhibit scale-dependent responses.

Swihart 

 

et al

 

. (2006) compare the distribution of 33 vertebrate

species among multiple patches across 35 landscapes in an

intensively agricultural river basin of east-central USA. Using the

fraction of patches of a species’ primary habitat within land-

scapes within the basin in Indiana, they show that proportion of

patches occupied within the basin explained 47% of the variation

in occupancy among species and related positively to niche

breadth, yet negatively to the proximity of the nearest geograph-

ical range boundary. Additionally, occupancy rates varied signific-

antly among landscapes within the basin for 16 of the species

studied. They conclude that even among species surviving

disturbances such as habitat loss and fragmentation for over a

century, differences operating at multiple spatial scales (geo-

graphical range to landscape) can have substantial influences on

patch occupancy.

Bowyer & Kie (2006) review the effects of spatial and temporal

scales on ecological patterns observed for large terrestrial un-

gulates and carnivores, with a focus on habitat selection related to

specific life-history traits. They provide evidence that (1) numer-

ous life-history traits for large mammals are extremely scale-

sensitive, (2) for a given life-history trait, one scale can provide

superior explanatory power over others, and (3) multiple scales

often are needed to understand patterns of habitat selection in

ungulates and carnivores. Boyce (2006) provides a review of

methods used to incorporate scale in studies of habitat selection.

Resource selection functions (RSFs, Manly 

 

et al

 

., 2002) can be
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used to characterize the distribution and abundance of organ-

isms. Boyce concludes that selection is most likely to vary among

scales when there exists substantial topographical relief or when

trade-offs exist between selections of different resources. Both

Boyce (2006) and Bowyer & Kie (2006) suggest that foraging

considerations are more likely to involve selection at finer scales,

whereas predation, dispersal, and other population processes

that operate across larger scales will exert effects on resource

selection functions when measured at correspondingly larger

scales.

Despite the many studies of individual taxa, ecologists gener-

ally have lacked an integrative and quantitative understanding of

resource use across numerous taxa. Meyer & Thuiller (2006)

amalgamate information on resource-selection functions for 886

species. They standardize the definitions of different scales, use

Cohen’s kappa (

 

κ

 

) and Somers’ 

 

D

 

xy

 

 (

 

D

 

xy

 

) to quantify classifica-

tion accuracy, and show that models incorporating predictors

from multiple spatial scales usually predict distributions of spe-

cies better than do models with factors from only one scale. They

advocate, as we do (see below), that the correct scale for invest-

igation should be based on the life-history and dispersal /move-

ment patterns of the species under investigation. For example,

effects of fragmentation on mobile animals were explained better

by incorporating landscape-level covariates for vagile compared

to sedentary butterflies. Furthermore, the scales examined

should include not only the focal one, but also one immediately

below and one above the pattern under investigation (O’Neill &

King, 1998).

 

THE ECOLOGIST’S EVOLVING TOOLKIT FOR 
INTEGRATING SCALE CONSIDERATIONS INTO 
STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

 

In addition to the greater analytical capacities obtained by ever-

more-efficient computers, a number of recently developed tools

have expanded the ability of ecologists to explicitly incorporate

the concept of scale into their research. For example, hierarchical

models (Bryk & Raudenbusch, 1992; see Beever 

 

et al

 

., 2006 for

application) form a special class of statistical models that address

multilevel structures of data. Through these models, researchers

investigate how large-scale characteristics influence finer-scale

relationships within their contexts. Structural equation modelling

represents another statistical tool that has been used to incorp-

orate information from multiple spatial resolutions, through

explicit specification of relationships among the multiple pre-

dictor and response variables.

In addition to these modelling approaches, numerous exciting

tools have been developed to analyse various aspects of biological

diversity in spatially explicit contexts, such as kriging to move

from one resolution to another, buffers of variable width,

ArcGIS’s SpatialAnalyst, 

 

k-

 

fold cross-validation to examine phe-

nomena in different extents (Swihart 

 

et al

 

., 2006; Boyce, 2006),

and statistical approaches that account for both broad-scale

trend and fine-scale autocorrelation (Lichstein 

 

et al

 

., 2002).

Furthermore, the frameworks of metapopulations, patch

dynamics, and landscape ecology address how patch-specific,

local dynamics may be largely independent, yet be connected by

infrequent, larger-scale events of emigration and recolonization.

Finally, cascading graph diagrams (

 

sensu

 

 Aarsen, 2004) are a new

conceptual modelling approach. This tool can be used to

‘search for maximum parsimony by distilling and clarifying syn-

thetic linkages between several potential causes of variation and

covariation in … (response variables) at … distinctly different

spatial scales …’ (Aarssen, 2004).

 

CHALLENGES AND TRADE-OFFS INVOLVED IN 
ADDRESSING THE ISSUE OF SCALE

 

Trade-offs between sampling intensity and extent caused by

budget limitations are often the main reasons why research is

performed within limited spatial and temporal domains, and

why past research often has been restricted to one or occasionally

two spatial scales. A common conundrum is to decide whether

one is interested in sampling more intensively with a finer grain

or more extensively with a coarser grain. Allocation of a limited

number of sampling units is of critical importance, because

it determines statistical power and inference space and, thus,

the utility of the results. The allocation decision should

reflect project objectives and specific hypotheses. With respect

to spatially explicit analyses, a further challenge is that some

digital layers may currently be unavailable at fine grains. This

is unfortunate, because the coarsest-grain data often determine

the resolution of the analysis. In addition to lack of high-resolution

data, in some cases the technology may not yet exist to sample

organisms or other aspects of biological diversity in a cost-

effective manner at very small or very broad scales.

 

CONCLUSIONS

 

The consequences of selecting suboptimal resolutions and

extents for the study organism and question may include an

unnecessarily restricted spatial domain of inference, incomplete

or faulty understanding of dynamics governing the response

variable(s), and inefficient use of study resources. A focus on a

single spatial scale in a study or management action reduces our

ability to understand the roles of spatial (or temporal) hetero-

geneity and context that repeatedly have been proven to be im-

portant in determining the outcomes of disturbance, restoration,

and many other phenomena (e.g. MacMahon 

 

et al

 

., 1987; Palmer

 

et al

 

., 2003, Bestelmeyer 

 

et al

 

., 2003).

Although many advances have been made in linking scale

with the study of biological diversity, several frontiers remain.

There are increasing uses of multiple-resolution models and

analyses to investigate phenomena (e.g. Meyer & Thuiller, 2006;

Beever 

 

et al

 

., 2006). However, there are few investigations or

conservation actions that consider dynamics interacting across

spatial and temporal scales (see Peters 

 

et al

 

., 2004; DeWoody 

 

et

al

 

., 2005; Hooten & Wikle, 2006), even though the dynamic

nature of landscapes often is embedded within naturally occur-

ring spatio-temporal scales that reflect species interactions with

their environment. Furthermore, for many ecological phenom-

ena, few comprehensive investigations exist that summarize the
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importance of alternative spatial and temporal resolutions

for large numbers of species (but see Meyer & Thuiller (2006) for

a spatial example). Finally, there is currently a poor integration of

social and ecological systems across multiple spatial scales,

though it is a focus of current syntheses (Walker & Meyers, 1994;

Holling, 2004, Peters 

 

et al.

 

, in preparation).

Given the expense that is involved with obtaining multiscale

data across very broad spatial extents, such data sets tend to be

relatively uncommon. Progress in relating scale and various

aspects of species diversity will be accelerated greatly by groups of

ecologists and scientists in related disciplines that coordinate

their work to address scale dependence and cross-scale inter-

actions in particular regions and with respect to particular pro-

cesses or phenomena. We are hopeful that the papers contained

in this Special Feature will provide a roadmap for progress in

integrating considerations of scale into studies of biological

diversity.
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